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Columnist in Grenada W.I. 

Not a glass slipper to dance but     

a plaster shoe to ride out the waltz 

 

ue to a little unintended bad luck last Saturday the continuing of the topside painting 

adventure has to wait for a while. All went well till after sanding the 

primer for the last time. 

During the applying of the masking tape and wiping down afterwards, 

Ineke had a contest with one of the A-frames of the scaffoldings. 

While moving the planks from the top to a lower level, the frame 

toppled over and the top of the heavy frame caught her on the Port-

side of her left ankle. Within a few minutes the ankle was badly 

swollen and hardly recognizable anymore. Although Ineke thought 

there was nothing broken (she was able to move her foot in all 

directions) they went to the General Hospital in St. George for an X-

ray. Conclusion: no broken bones “only” a very badly bruised ankle and 

foot. 

The doctor in the 

hospital must have 

known Ineke very well, 

because she immobilized 

the ankle by fitting a splint out of plaster. 

Therefore she had to rest and was not able to 

run around on a badly battered foot. 

Consequently, no dancing on scaffoldings for 

Ineke allowed for at least a week. The paint 

job had to be postponed. 

 

Nevertheless, no “sick leave” was granted by 

the captain either. The “on-the-hard” job list 

came out and the jobs which could be done 

“sitting” were earmarked for Ineke. As a start 

she did the last preparations for the 10 portholes. In the meantime Riens finished the applying 

of the masking tape all around the boat, as you can see in the pictures. 
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So Zeezwaluw is 

ready as soon as 

Ineke get the green 

light to go dancing 

again. 

 

By the way, she is 

training already a 

bit……. 

Because the boat is 

on the hard, Ineke 

has to go at least 

once a day to the 

toilets in the yard. 

The first day it 

took half an hour to reach them, so the distance must have changed overnight substantially. 

 

Note: Today, a week after the calamity the visit to the hospital gained some mobility again. The 

plaster came off. Only a dressing and supportive bandage is still on the now rainbow coloured 

foot where the dark blue´s and blacks still have the upper hand. Mobility will gradually improve 

when pain & swelling lessen. 
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